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CARIBBEAN QUEEN
(NO MORE LOVE ON THE RUN)

Words and Music by KEITH DIAMOND
and BILLY OCEAN

Moderate rock

Spoken: She's simply awesome.

She dashed by me__
I lose my cool__
in painted on the jeans.
when she steps in the room.
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And all heads turned 'cause she was the cream.

In the blink of an eye, electric eyes.

I knew her number and her name.

She said I was the burns...
Dm          C          Dm          C

Tiger she wanted to tame.

Dm          C          Dm

You like never before.

Caribbean queen, now we're shar-

C          Bb maj7

ing the same dream, and our hearts

Dm/A          Gm7

they beat as one.
No more love on the run

I was in search

of a good time,

just running my game.

yeah...

Love was the furthest, furthest from my
Caribbean

queen,
now we're sharing the same dream,

and our hearts... they beat as one.

No more love... on the run...

Caribbean
GET OUTTA MY DREAMS,
GET INTO MY CAR

Words and Music by ROBERT JOHN LANGI
and BILLY OCEAN

With a steady beat

Hey (hey) you, (you) get into my car. Who me? Yes, you. Get into my car!

Drums continue
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Who's that lady driver coming down the road?

Who's that lady? Smooth operator a tor

Who's that woman walking through my door?

Who's that bumper (bumper) walk hey let's make a deal

What's the score? I'll make it real

What's the score? I'll like a road sun
runner shining on after you
Hey, just like Cinderella,
Step in your shoe, I'll be your non-stop lover,
Get it while you can, Your non-stop miracle.
I'm your man.
Get outta my dreams,
get into my car!
Get outta my dreams. Get in the back seat, baby.

Get into my car. (Beep, beep, yeah.) Get outta my mind.
Get into my life.
Oh, I said hey you,
get into my car.
Get into my car.
Oh, baby, let's go!
I said
get into my, hey you,

get into my, hey you,

get into my car!

Repeat and Fade
LOVE IS FOREVER

Words and Music by WAYNE BRATHWAITE,
BARRY J. EASTMOND and BILLY OCEAN

G

D/G

F/G

C(add9)/G

Slowly

mf

With pedal

I re-live the same... old dream... I day and night... With every passing day... I realize...

Bm7

Em

Am7

C/D

memories... of love I knew... that time will never... heal the pain...
I couldn't live my life or so it seemed.
You're all that I've been thinking of.

My heart cried out for only you.
Can't we fall in love again?

I believe in love. Girl, I believe in you.

I'm falling in love again with you.
A broken heart can mend if given time

I know why love is forever

love is forever

with you

Ev'ry road will lead me back to you
Eb  F7  Bb
again,  my love.

Gm  Dm7  Gm
cried  so many tears.  I couldn't face another day without you.

Cm7  C/D
So tell me you care.

Em  Bm  Cmaj7  C/D
Woah.

Na na na na na na na na...
Woah, oo, yeah. I believe in love.
lieve in you, things you do. I'm falling in love.
again with you.
I tried to let it go but it

Em    Bm7    Fmaj9
Db/Eb

Eb/Db    Cm7    Fm7

Bbm    Db/Eb    Eb/Db    Cm7    Fm7

Gb7

Db/Eb    Eb/Db    Cm7    Fm7
LOVERBOY

Words and Music by KEITH DIAMOND,
ROBERT JOHN "MUTT" LANGE and BILLY OCEAN

I'm too far gone it's hard to stop
but it baby

plays with my emotions
you're my dream in motion
and I won't give up.

teasing me
wanting you near,
wanting my
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whisper sweet and tender, in your ear
finger's on the trigger, you're the one I desire
'cause I have this
tought of you
real good feeling with somebody else, gotta have your
real-ly, but the thing is there's nobody else, gotta have your

love, tenderness gotta have it
all to myself, I say
darling, from running
running away, won't you
Yeah, yeah, stay, yeah stay, yeah stay.

I wanna be your lover, lover,

Wanna be your lover, lover,

Lover boy, lover lover,

To Coda
wanna be your lover, lover, lover boy

And I want you

I wanna be your love
I gotta be your love
LOVE ZONE

Words and Music by WAYNE BRATHWAITE, BARRY J. EASTMOND and BILLY OCEAN

Medium Funk

Don’t you believe that I want you? I need you here in my arms.

Come rest your head on my shoulder and we’ll count the stars in the night.

Although you won’t have to worry, I’ll spend each day just holding you tight.

I want to feel you beside me, oh.

I want to kiss you all over, I want to give you little ten...
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-ver, run-ning my hands through your hair.
-der-ness let-ting you know that you're loved.

Oh,

I know a place where love is.
I'll keep you warm, to keep you warm,
night and day.

In the love zone, you don't have to
be a lone.
Together we can live and learn
in the love zone.

Love zone

you don’t have to be alone. Together we can

live and learn in the love zone.
Oh baby don't you know
I'll do the best I can to be good for you

But when love's a guarantee
there is no mystery
You'll never be a stranger
out there on your own in the love zone

no chord
made the difference in my life. You'll never be alone.

Love zone, you don't have to be alone.

Together we can live and learn in the love zone.

Repeat ad lib. Optional ending
SUDDENLY

Words and Music by KEITH DIAMOND
and BILLY OCEAN

Moderately slow

Bbm(add9) Bbm(add9)/Ab Bbm(add9)/Gb Ab

Bbm(add9) Bbm(add9)/Ab Bbm(add9)/Gb Ab

Bbm Bbm/Ab Gbmaj7 Db/F

1. I used to think that love was just a fairy tale.

2. (See additional lyrics)

Ebm7 Ab Db Fsus F

un-till that first hel-lo,
un-till that first smile.
But if I had to do it all again,
I wouldn't change a thing 'cause this love is everlasting. Suddenly,
life has new meaning to me.
There's beauty above; and things we
never take notice of; you wake up and suddenly you're in love.

Girl, you're love. Each day

I pray this love affair would last forever

Sudden-
never take notice of; you wake up and suddenly you're in

love.

Additional lyrics:
Girl, you're everything a man could want and more,
One thousand words are not enough
To say what I feel inside,
Holding hands as we walk along the shore
Never felt like this before,
Now you're all I'm living for.
TEAR DOWN THESE WALLS

Words and Music by TEDDY RILEY, ROBERT JOHN "MUTT" LANGE and BILLY OCEAN

With a deliberate funky beat

D

Tear down these walls

Tear down these walls down down down down

Bm7

Em7

A7

D

Bm

Em7

A7

Tear down these walls

It's got ta be all
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She's the girl
I can tell
always dreaming of
that you would change your mind

She's in my memory
and start to think of us
I'll could love to keep her in a castle
be the knight in shining armor
where in a tower of love she's the queen I wanna show
am king I wanna

show you what love can do I'm no casual
love that is true I'm no casual
or nothing. tear it down tear it down

Tear down these walls. Just

tear 'em down tear 'em down

Tear 'em down tear 'em down tear 'em down

To Coda: I wanna show
tear 'em down tear 'em down tear 'em down tear 'em down tear 'em down

For ever in love we could be together

Don't shatter my dreams

I need a little bit of love Don't close the door
Don't drop this bomb on me
Oh Oh Oh

CODA
Tear down these walls
it's got to be all
you what love can do
I'm no casanova

or nothing
tear it down, tear it down
Repeat ad lib. and Fade

-va, I just wanna get next to you.
THE COLOUR OF LOVE

Moderately slow

Words and Music by WAYNE BRATHWAITE,
BARRY J. EASTMOND, BILLY OCEAN and JOLYON SKINNER

If I had to paint a picture
The colours of the rainbow

turn to show the world...
how true love can really be,

I would use the brightest colours
It changes like the seasons.
to create a vision of harmony.

You're the reason it happens that way.

What you

be see

are a reality 'cause it's

colours of emotion re-

only what's inside of my heart.

reflecting what I feel deep inside.

You would

Now I'd
Cm7
see I've always loved you right from the very start. Tell me,
like to take a look at emotions that you hide. Tell me,

Bb
What is the colour of love? What do you see?

Gm
Is it warm, is it tender when you think of me?
I see the colour of love when I'm thinking of you.

as a picture perfect painting of love forever.

true.

And
Gb(add9)  
Ab/Gb

Oh, though man - y may try

Fm7  
Bbm

to keep us a part

Oh, the

Ebm  
Db/F  
Gb  
Db/F

col - our that I see in you will shine a light to see us through. No

Gb  
Db/F  
Cm7

matter what the world will do, I'll al - ways love
What is the colour of love?

What do you see?

Is it warm, is it tender when you think of me?

I see the colour of love when I'm thinking of you

as a picture perfect painting of love forever

Repeat ad lib. and fade
THERE’LL BE SAD SONGS
(TO MAKE YOU CRY)

Slow Rock Ballad

Words and Music by WAYNE BRATHWAITE,
BARRY J. EASTMOND and BILLY OCEAN

Sometimes I wonder by the look in your eyes when I'm
often wonder how it could be,

standing beside you there's a fever burning deep inside,
you loving me two hearts in perfect harmony.

Is there another in your memory?
I'll count the hours until that day
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think of that someone when you hear that melody for you and me.

(1, 3) I always stop and think of you especially when the you're the

words of a love song, the one that I will wait for.
There'll be sad songs to make you cry;
love songs often do.

They can touch the heart of some-one new,
saying I love you.

I love you.
C  
G/B  
Am7  
Am/G  
Fmaj7  

touch the heart of someone new, saying I love you.

F/G  
C  
G/B  
Am  

I love you. Do do do do do do do 8va

C  
G/B  
Am  
C  
G/B  
Am  

do do do do do do Ooh

Fmaj7  
F/G  
C(add9)  

Say ing I love you. I love you.

rit.  
8va
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH,  
THE TOUGH GET GOING

Words and Music by Wayne Brathwaite, Barry J. Eastmond 
Robert John "Mutt" Lange, and Billy Ocear

Steady (♩♩ played as ♩♩♩)

Yeah    Oh   woh   du  du da

I got something to tell you,

I'm gonna put this dream in mo
- tion, never let nothing stand in my way. When the going gets tough

the tough get going.

I'm gonna get myself across the river, that's the price

I'm gonna buy me a one way ticket, nothing's gonna hold me back.

I'm willing to pay. I'm gonna make you stand and deliver

Your love's like a slow train coming...
Darlin', I'll climb any mountain; darlin', I'll swim every sea.

Darlin', I'll reach for the heaven; darlin', with you lovin' me,
Ooh (ooh _) Ooh, _ can I touch ya (can I touch ya) and

do the things that lov- ers do?

(ooh _) wanna

hold ya (wanna hold ya.) I got to get it through to you. When the go-

-ing gets tough (go- ing gets tough) go and get rough. (Go- ing gets rough.) When the go-
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